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	Many researchers from different countries converged at the 10th Italian Conference on Theoretical Computer Science (ICTCS 2007) to discuss recent developments in theoretical computer science. The volume contains all contributed papers selected for presentation with the invited lectures delivered. The subjects of this book range from logical and mathematical aspects of computing, design and analysis of algorithms, to semantics of programming languages.
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IT Audit, Control, and Security (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2010


	WELCOME TO THE WORLD of IT Audit, Control, and Security. Much has

	changed in information technology (IT) auditing since we published our

	first edition of this book when we were then called Computer Auditors. Back

	in those days, traditional mainframe or legacy computer systems were still common, we

	had difficulty envisioning...
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XML Publishing with AxKitO'Reilly, 2004
XML Publishing with AxKit presents web  programmers the knowledge they need to master AxKit. The  book features a thorough introduction to XSP (extensible  Server Pages), which applies the concepts of Server Pages  technologies (embedded code, tag libraries, etc) to the XML  world, and covers integrating AxKit with...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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Information: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2010

	We live in a society that is awash with information, but few of us really understand what information is. In this Very Short Introduction, one of the world's leading authorities on the philosophy of information and on information ethics, Luciano Floridi, offers an illuminating exploration of information as it relates to both...
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TraumaMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The most trusted, widely used guide to managing the trauma patient--now in a 2-color format with added algorithms


	A Doody's Core Title ESSENTIAL PURCHASE!


	4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW

	"Practitioners at any level will benefit from this work originating from major trauma programs in the...
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Fallacies in MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2006

	As Dr Maxwell writes in his preface to this book, his aim has been to instruct through entertainment. 'The general theory is that a wrong idea may often be exposed more convincingly by following it to its absurd conclusion than by merely announcing the error and starting again. Thus a number of by-ways appear which, it is hoped, may amuse...
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